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Introduction 

British Wrestling is committed to achieving its vision of becoming a “World class governing body for a successful, inclusive and sustainable 
wrestling family”. As part of this strategic vision, performance has been identified as one of the strategic pillars, establishing an objective of 
“delivering a performance pathway, based on What It Takes to Win, to ensure GBR is competing at the highest levels internationally”. 

The information laid out in this brochure, provides details on the British Wrestling Performance Pathway, a visual of the complete pathway, 
the objectives of each part of the pathway and how it is designed with the aim of developing wrestlers who can compete on the international 
stage at senior level. 

The philosophy of the Pathway, based on Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD), is to help every athlete reach their potential. To achieve 
this, it is important that we can offer the right holistic athlete development opportunities, as well as appropriate competition experience that 
enables each athlete to learn and progress. Clearly, as wrestlers move higher in the pathway, a bigger emphasis will be placed on results at 
international level competitions, however, at lower levels of the pathway, a wrestler’s ability to learn and evidence key performance 
behaviours, achieving physical benchmarks and showing technical and tactical abilities will be equally as important.  
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What Is the Pathway? 
A pathway is “a particular course of action or a way of achieving something”. 

The aim of the pathway is simple, to develop and create wrestlers who can compete on the international stage at senior level.  

To achieve this, there are a number of things that needs to be in place: 

1. An aligned programme that helps to develop wrestlers all round awareness and abilities – to be a successful international senior 
wrestler involves more than only training on the mat 

2. Commitment and buy in from YOU – without 100% commitment to developing all areas of being a wrestler, there is 0% chance of success 

3. Support from club coaches, parents, guardians, and others within your support network – Although there is only you on the 
mat competing, wrestling is a team sport like every other. 

The pathway is designed to educate, develop, and support the important elements for building your wrestling performance. This not only includes 
helping to develop your technical and tactical strengths, but increasing your awareness of appropriate strength and conditioning, injury prevention, 
nutrition, the impact of lifestyle on performance and areas of sport psychology. All these areas are pieces of a wrestler’s jigsaw that we aim to bring 
together to maximise your potential. 
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The British Wrestling Performance and Talent Pathway 
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The Performance pathway is made up of the following levels: 

Pathway Stage Age categories considered Detail 

GB Senior Elite Senior, U23 
Senior/U23 males and females identified as potential to qualify for Paris 2024 Olympic 
Games 
Programme supported by performance funding plus athlete contributions 

GB Performance: 
LA Potential U23 and U20 

U23 and U20 males and females identified as potential to qualify for LA 2028 Olympic Games 
Programme supported by performance funding plus athlete contributions 

GB Development U23, U20 and U17 

U17 Male and females identified as potential to achieve qualification at Brisbane 2032 Olympic 
Games. 
U23 and U20 males and females who aren’t at LA Potential level but potential for future 
selection for World and European Championships 
Programme will supported by supported by performance funding plus athlete contribution 
Access to competitions and camps will be athlete self-funded 

National Potential U17 and U15 
Identified U15 and U17 males and females identified through technical assessment 
Developing potential to progress higher in the performance pathway 
Programme will be supported by Talent funding plus athlete contributions 

Regional Squad U17, U15 and U13 
Identified through technical assessment 
Programme will be supported by talent funding plus athlete contributions 

If/as you progress through the later stages of the pathway, the focus on these areas will advance also, meaning that there will be more pieces of the 
jigsaw to find and fit together. 
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How Do I Access the Performance Pathway? 
Getting onto the performance pathway is through selection. Each stage of the pathway has different eligibility and selection criteria for you to achieve 
for consideration. This selection criteria differ depending on the level of the pathway, as the standards expected for entry are greater the higher up the 
performance pathway you progress. The criteria considered for selection look at technical and tactical abilities, physical benchmarking, evidence of key 
performance behaviours and competition results. 

• Selection for the Regional and National Potential Squads is carried out through assessment trial days 

• Selections for GB Senior Elite, LA Potential and GB Development squads is carried out through a selection meeting with the GB Performance 
Team, against the GB Performance selection criteria. 

 

Selection to a squad is for 1 year. Selection in one year does not guarantee selection for following years. 

 

It should be noted that there is no guarantee that wrestlers will move all the way through the 
pathway. How individuals enter and exit the pathway can vary depending on age, stage of 
development, progression and performance. 
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Values and Key Performance Behaviours 
All associated with the Performance Pathway are expected to align with British Wrestling’s strategic values of: 

Resilience – Striving for greatness in the face of adversity and having the discipline to never give up 

Inclusivity - Respecting our differences and using our combined power to enable everyone to engage and achieve 

Bravery - Optimistic and confident to make the tough decisions to grow, adapt and excel, having the courage to do what is right and learn from 
our mistakes 

Integrity - Transparent, honest and honourable in all that we do, maintaining high standards and treating everyone fairly 

As well as physical, technical, and tactical abilities, you will also be measured on the consistent application of key performance behaviours identified as 
being fundamental in aiding your ability and readiness to progress and thrive at the next stage of the pathway. These behaviours will form the ROCK for 
your progress: 

Respect – Wrestlers will show respect by arriving in time and ready to train and compete. We will respect all members of the team, their 
opinions and will engage in discussions respectfully. 

Ownership – Your performance is YOUR performance. Each wrestler will be expected to take responsibility and ownership for their actions 
both on and off the mat and the impact this will have on their performance. 

Commitment – Improvements are a result of consistent effort and application over a sustained period of time, not only to training but also to a 
performance lifestyle. 

Knowledge driven – A deeper understanding will enable you to make more meaningful contributions to your development, encourage 
ownership and avoid complacency 
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Competitions 
Access to competitions is a vital part of a wrestler’s 
development. Across the pathway and age levels, 
competitions will take on different levels of importance 
and roles in a wrestler’s development and not all will be 
about results. 

Process competitions – competitions where the result 
is not important, but a chance to practice areas that you 
been working on in training such as technical 
improvements, tactical improvements, use of physical or 
mental strategies in a match environment. You should 
not be tapered for process competitions, instead should 
be seen more as a training session than a competition. 

Progress competitions – competitions where you are 
monitoring your progress towards peaking at your target 
competition. These milestones should be added within 
your training plan to track its effectiveness and highlight 
any changes that may need to be made. Progress competitions will be of a higher performance level to process competitions but will not be your main 
performance goal. You should not be tapered for progress competitions, but slightly rested to be able to perform at the required intensity. 

Target Competition - Competitions where you will look at peaking your performance. This will be the main target event for your training plan. 
Normally these will be 1-3 competitions a year depending upon you stage of development. 
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Funding 
To represent GBR on the international stage, it is important that wrestlers have the commitment and means to travel internationally. 

British Wrestling receives National Lottery funding through UK Sport and Sport England, however, the level of funding received is not enough for us 
to subsidise the costs for all wrestlers to represent GBR. Our performance funding will be targeted towards providing the best possible environment to 
support and develop for those wrestlers identified as having the greatest potential. This will be a limited group at Senior and LA Potential levels. This 
funding will come with various commitments and responsibilities with which wrestlers are required to honour. 

Additionally, Sport England funding enables British Wrestling to create a regional and national talent pathway, however, again this does not allow for us 
to fully subsidise international camps and competitions. As a result, these opportunities will be largely self-funded. British Wrestling will attempt make 
the best use of funds to support all wrestlers on the pathway however wrestlers in the Talent pathway from outside England may be required to cover 
additional costs where they are subsidised by Sport England funding. 

Wherever possible, British Wrestling will look to support pathway wrestlers in accessing government and charity funding opportunities to subsidise the 
costs of representation. 

British Wrestling endeavours to support all wrestlers to reach their full potential. Wrestlers with specific issues accessing the pathway should contact 
the British Wrestling Performance Manager to discuss options for support.  
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‘What It Takes To Win’ (WITTW) 
‘What It Takes To Win’ is a framework created by British Wrestling with consultation and input from performance experts both in and outside of 
Wrestling (seen in Appendix 1: What It Takes To Win).  

The WITTW framework identifies the key areas that have been highlighted as essential elements required for wrestlers to succeed at the highest level. It 
provides progressive details, which are subject to updates, as a guide on what these areas should resemble at stages of performance development.  

The WITTW framework will be used as a reference point for athlete review meetings and individual 
athlete development plans. The areas of focus highlighted are: 

1. Dominating the Handfight 

2. Takedown 

3. Groundwork 

4. Mat IQ 
The WITTW framework will be used across the Performance and Talent Pathways to ensure that 
the focus is on developing these areas to the required level, increasing the standards and 
performance levels year on year of wrestlers coming into and through the programme. 
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Pathway Focus 
Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

Senior 
Elite/LA 
Potential 

Train for 
Performance 

Produce wrestlers 
who are able to 
compete and win at 
Olympic, World and 
European 
Championship level 
 
Wrestlers committed 
to all aspects of 
holistic development 
and lifestyle, 
maximising their 
performance 
 
Produce wrestlers 
who consistently 
create innovative, 
adaptive, and 
effective match 
strategies 
 

Bespoke S&C 
programme to support 
individual physicality and 
wrestling style needs 
 
Maximise strength, 
speed, stamina, power, 
and agility 

Fine tune and 
master takedown 
and groundwork 
strengths, executing 
variations in 
technique 
 
Master ability to 
defend a varied 
range of attacks 
both from standing 
and parterre 
Total awareness of 
technical strengths 
and abilities that 
result in sustained 
success at 
international level 
competitions 

Consistently and effectively 
studying opponent, refining 
actions and reactions 
 
Create innovative tactics to 
adapt to a variety of match 
situations 
 
Plan, deliver and review a 
performance consistently. 
Engage appropriate support 
network to make 
recommendations to adapt 
and improve their game 
plan 

Practice the 
competition mindset in 
pressure training 
situations 
 
Meeting challenges 
head on – developing a 
mindset that 
embracing challenges 
and difficult situations 
as an opportunity to 
learn and develop 
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Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

Mastering wrestler’s 
armoury of takedown 
and groundwork 
strengths 
 
Advanced levels of 
self-awareness, 
accountability and 
ownership of 
performance 
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Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

GB 
Development 

Training to 
compete 

Preparing wrestlers 
for the demands of 
high-performance 
competition 
 
Introduction to Long 
term periodised 
planning and 
performance peaking 
strategies 
 
Develop wrestlers’ 
ability to develop 
individual match 
strategies based on 
their strengths 
 
Develop wrestler’s 
armoury of takedown 
and groundwork 
strengths 
 

Bespoke individual S&C 
programme to support 
individual physical 
development 
requirements 
 
Optimise strength, speed, 
power, and agility. 
 
Build maximal capacity 

Optimise takedown 
and groundwork 
strengths and 
developing variations 
in technique 
 
Develop ability to 
defend across a 
range of attacks 
both from standing 
and parterre 
 
Fully aware of 
technical strengths 
and abilities and able 
to consistently and 
effectively 
implement within 
match situations 

Develop personal 
strategies/tactics based on 
individual strengths 
 
Nurture ability to innovate 
tactics and adapt to a 
variety of match situations 
 
Plan, deliver and review 
performances consistently. 
Work with support network 
to make recommendations 
to adapt and progress the 
game plan 

Goal setting for 
performance – clear, 
self-regulated and 
reviews performance 
and process goals 
 
Supporting wrestlers’ 
ability to perform 
under pressure, 
including decision 
making and 
maintaining focus 
 
Clear and consistent 
ability to adapt and 
learn through 
experience 
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Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

Enhance wrestlers’ 
holistic performance 
through tailored 
S&C, psychology, 
nutrition and lifestyle 
support 
 
Applies advanced 
levels of behaviours 
and habits that 
enhance 
performance 
 
Prepare wrestlers to 
compete and win at 
U20/U23 World and 
European 
Championships 
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Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

National 
Potential 2 
U17 

Training to 
train 

Reinforcement of 
basic technical and 
movement skills and 
introduction of new 
skills 
 
Develop greater 
tactical awareness 
and understanding, 
fostered through 
decision-based 
training 
 
Application of basic 
and further 
development of 
performance 
behaviours and habits 
 
Prepare wrestlers to 
compete and win at 
U17 World and 

Advance development of 
multiple competencies 
(Skills, speed, stamina, 
flexibility) 
 
Continued development 
of agility, balance, and 
coordination 
 
S&C programme around 
their physical 
development/growth 
spurts 
 
Development through 
games and decision-
based training 

Identified and 
developing specific 
takedown and 
groundwork 
strengths 
 
Develop ability to 
defend across a 
most common 
attacks both from 
standing and 
parterre 
 
Develop excellent 
awareness of 
technical strengths 
and abilities 

Applying the tactical 
principles of action, 
reaction, and deception 
 
Apply Plan, review, and 
delivery of a performance 
with guidance required for 
consistency 

Clear and regular 
application of Growth 
Mindset – evidenced 
through coach 
engagement, training, 
and competition 
 
Increased ability to 
learn through 
experience 
 
Regular Awareness and 
application of Warrior 
Mentality within 
training and 
competition – may 
require guidance and 
support 
 
Goal Setting – 
establishing short-, 
medium- and long-
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Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

European 
Championships 

term goals. Establish 
technical and tactical 
process goals 

National 
Potential 1 
U15 

Training to 
train 

Consolidate basic 
technical and 
movements skills 
 
Develop further 
tactical awareness 
and understanding 
through decision-
based training 
 
Develop basic level of 
performance 
behaviours and habits 

Development of multiple 
competencies (Skills, 
speed, stamina, flexibility) 
 
Development of agility, 
balance, and coordination 
 
Development through 
games and decision-
based training 

Identified and 
developing specific 
takedown and 
groundwork 
strengths 
 
Develop ability to 
defend across a 
most common 
attacks both from 
standing and 
parterre 
 
Develop awareness 
of technical 
strengths and 
abilities 

Understanding tactical 
principles of action, 
reaction, and deception 
 
Develop understanding of 
plan, do and review 
principles with support and 
guidance 

Develop understanding 
and application of 
growth mindset 
 
Foster perseverance, 
grit, and resilience 
 
Support and guidance 
on short-, medium- 
and long-term goal 
setting, as well as 
process goals 
 
Foster learning 
through experience 
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Stage of 
Pathway 

Stage of 
LTAD 

Objectives Physical Focus Technical Focus Tactical Focus Psychological Focus 

Regional Learning to 
train 

Encourage 
enjoyment of training 
 
Develop basic 
technical and 
movement skills 
(ABC’S) 
 
Develop simple 
tactical awareness 
and understanding 

Basic S&C including 
developing Agility, 
balance, and coordination 
 
Emphasis on flexibility 
and developing core 
strength and control 

Learning basic 
concepts of 
takedown and 
parterre 

Learning the basic concepts 
of tactics and how to gain 
an advantage 

Developing a passion 
for wrestling through 
fun and engaging 
training activities 
 
Create awareness of 
the principles of 
Growth Mindset and 
learning 
 
Create awareness of 
resilience and foster 
through training and 
practice 
 
Basic principles of goal 
setting 
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Programme Offer1 

Squad Training Offer Target Competitions 

GB Senior/LA 
Potential 

3-4x weekly training sessions at BWA Academy (selected/invited 
wrestlers only) – monthly cost to access 
S&C training support 
2-4 International training camps 

Olympic Games 
Olympic Qualifying Events 
World Championships – Senior and U23 
European Championships – Senior and U23 

GB Development 3-4x weekly training sessions at BWA Academy (invited wrestlers only) – 
monthly cost to access 
1 training weekend a month at BWA academy S&C Support 
2-4 International training camps 

World Championships – U20 and U23 
European Championships – U20 and U23 

National Potential 2 
(U17) 

4x multi-day domestic training camps 
1-2x International weeklong training camps 

World U17 Championships 
European Olympic Youth Festival 
ISF Gymnasiade 
Selected UWW competitions 

National Potential 1 
(U15) 

4x multi-day domestic training camps 
1-2x International weeklong training camps 

ISF Gynasiade 
U15 European Championships 
Selected UWW Competitions  
British Junior Championships 

Regional Monthly regional training sessions British Junior Championships 
English Junior Championships 

 
1 Please note that the offer is subject to changes 
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Appendix 1: What It Takes To Win 
The What It Takes To Win model identifies the key factors that make up an Olympic Medal Winning Wrestler (Future Medal Winning Standard) and 
work back from there to demonstrate the pathway to achieving that level. WITTW is made up of 5 key components: 

 

 Progression Academy Podium Future Medal Winning Standard 

Medal at 
European/ 
World 
Champion 
ships 

U23 International experience – right 
level competition 

Win match at U23 
Worlds/Euros or 
Commonwealth Medal 

Regular UWW Medal Winner 
Top 16 at Europeans 

Medal at European/World 
Championships 

Senior International experience – right 
level competition 

Commonwealth Medal UWW 
Competition Medal 

Regular UWW Medal Winner 
Top 16 at Europeans 

Medal at European/World 
Championships 

Number of 
Comps 

Male International experience – right 
level competition UWW competition experiences 8 UWW Competitions 35 UWW Competitions 

Female International experience – right 
level competition UWW competition experiences 18 UWW Competitions 45 UWW Competitions 

Exposure
competition experience 

and achievements

Dominate the 
Handfight Takedowns Groundwork Mat IQ
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 Progression Academy Podium Future Medal Winning Standard 

Dominate the 
Hand Fight 

Can stay in the hand fight and 
does not get overwhelmed by 
opponent’s tactics 

Is developing their approach 
and understanding of how to 
control the fight and dominate 
the opponent 

Can control the fight and 
dominate the opponent against 
any opponent at any stage of 
the bout 

Consistently control the fight and 
dominate the opponent against any 
opponent at any stage of the bout 

Uses hand fighting to take 
advantage of poor mat position 
and initiate takedown attacks 

Is developing their approach 
and understanding of how to 
use their hand fighting skills to 
manage mat position and 
manipulate opponent into 
position that allows for 
successful execution of super 
strengths 

Adapts their hand fighting skills 
against any opponent at any 
stage of the bout to manage 
mat position and manipulate 
opponent into position that 
allows for successful execution 
of super strengths 

Consistently adapts their hand 
fighting skills against any opponent 
at any stage of the bout to manage 
mat position and manipulate 
opponent into position that allows 
for successful execution of super 
strengths 

Understands what excellent 
position is and can demonstrate 
it in bout 

Achieves excellent position at 
times throughout the bout 

Maintains excellent position 
throughout the majority of the 
bout 

Consistently maintain excellent 
position throughout the bout 
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 Progression Academy Podium Future Medal Winning Standard 

Takedown 

Has a knowledge of a variety of 
takedown attacks and basic 
understanding of defence 
against them 

Acknowledging different styles 
of takedown attack and how to 
defend and counter, 
demonstrating inconsistency in 
the ability to anticipate and 
respond 

Can anticipate, defend and 
counter some but not all styles 
of takedown attacks 

Are consistently able to anticipate, 
defend and counter all styles of 
takedown attacks 

Can deliver successful 
takedowns consistently in 
domestic competition 

Are starting to prioritise their 
takedown super strengths and 
develop them in international 
competition 

Have known takedown super 
strengths and are developing 
their ability to execute them 
against any opponent at any 
stage of the bout 

Are consistently able to execute 
their takedown super strengths 
against any opponent at any stage 
of the bout 
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 Progression Academy Podium Future Medal Winning Standard 

Groundwork 

Understand the speed, agility 
and mindset needed to battle in 
the scramble at the highest 
level 

Are developing the speed, 
agility and mindset to battle in 
the scramble 

Displays the speed, agility and 
mindset to battle in the 
scramble 

Consistently displays the speed, 
agility and mindset to battle in the 
scramble 

Has a knowledge of a variety of 
groundwork attacks and basic 
understanding of defence 
against them 

Acknowledging different styles 
of ground attack and how to 
defend and counter, 
demonstrating inconsistency in 
the ability to anticipate and 
respond 

Can anticipate, defend and 
counter some but not all styles 
of ground attacks 

Are consistently able to anticipate, 
defend and counter all styles of 
ground attacks 

Can deliver successful 
groundwork attacks 
consistently in domestic 
competition 

Are starting to prioritise their 
groundwork super strengths 
and develop them in 
international competition 

Have known groundwork super 
strengths and are developing 
their ability to execute them 
against any opponent at any 
stage of the bout 

Are consistently able to execute 
their groundwork super strengths 
against any opponent at any stage 
of the bout 
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 Progression Academy Podium Future Medal Winning Standard 

Mat IQ 

Understands the necessity of a 
Warrior Mentality2 when 
stepping on to the mat 

Is developing a Warrior 
Mentality Maintains a Warrior Mentality Consistently maintain a Warrior 

Mentality until the end 

Can articulate when they made 
good decisions after the bout 
and understand the need for 
balance between risk and 
reward 

Are aware of and starting to 
make good decisions to gain 
the most reward and least 
amount of risk 

Regularly make good decisions 
to gain the most reward and 
least amount of risk 

Consistently make good decisions 
to gain the most reward and least 
amount of risk 

Can create a fight plan based 
on personal awareness and 
opponent strengths and 
weaknesses. 

Understands the need to 
prepare for a bout 

Developing their ability and 
understanding of how to 
execute a fight plan to control 
the match using positioning and 
rules to their advantage 

Executes a fight plan to control 
the match using positioning and 
rules to their advantage 

Consistently execute a fight plan to 
control the match using positioning 
and rules to their advantage 

Understands the need to be 
bout and competition ready 
and is developing an approach 
to body management 

Learning how to maintain the 
ability to be bout and 
competition ready 

Demonstrates the ability to be 
bout and competition ready 

Consistently demonstrate the 
ability to be bout and competition 
ready 

 
 

2 Warrior Mentality definition: the will to win, the belief that you can and will win from any position at any time of a bout against anyone.  
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